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Our Company

Established in 2006 in the Philadelphia area

At Endeavor, we’re driven to find simple solutions to complex issues. If you’ve got a problem, we’re 
here to help

We specialize in project management, technology, and integration consulting services, providing a 
wide range of Supply Chain, IT, and business consulting from local and regional needs to 
international scale

We focus on building strong relationships with our clients to help drive them to new levels of 
operational excellence. Our team has over 20 years of expertise in a wide range of industries:

Life Sciences

• Pharmaceuticals

• Biotechnology

• Medical Devices

• OTC Products

• Consumer Goods

• Cosmetics

• Health Care

And Beyond

• Manufacturing

• Electronics

• Food and Beverage

• Mining

• Safety

• Technology



Our Culture

Too many companies become sidetracked on the way to greatness when problems arise- problems of 
growth, of integration, of modernization, of expansion, and more. It’s our mission to help you do what you 
do best, by solving any problems you currently face — and preventing new ones from arising down the 
line.

We believe in developing and executing straightforward solutions to complicated situations. Our team is 
driven and energetic, and they’re passionate about delivering results and earning your trust. Endeavor 
has offices all over North America, from Puerto Rico to Indiana, North Carolina to Pennsylvania, and in 
Canada from British Columbia to Quebec.



Our Team & Network

Endeavor has over 152+ resources

70% Employees

30% Business Partners

Endeavor Key Locations

Northeast Corridor (US)

West Coast Corridor (US)

Canada (Vancouver & Montreal)

Puerto Rico (San Juan)

Preferred Partners Network

EU (UK, Germany)

Australia (Melbourne)

New Zealand

India (Bangalore)

Brazil (Sao Paulo)

Virtual Company Model

Services Modalities

Subject Matter Expert

Turnkey Project

Professional Services

Managed Services



Meet Our Executive Committee

Ben David
Managing Partner & CEO| Supply Chain & Manufacturing 

benoit.david@endeavorcg.com | (908) 625-0189

Chris Chambers
Managing Partner & President |Supply Chain & Information Technology

chris.chambers@endeavorcg.com | (302) 593-4488

Dave Lerner
Managing Partner & COO |Quality & Manufacturing 

david.lerner@endeavorcg.com | (215) 353-7847

David Lombardi
Managing Partner & CFO |Packaging & eCommerce

david.lombardi@endeavorcg.com | (609) 481-9285

Ian Costello
Managing Partner & CTO |Ecommerce & Information Technology

ian.costello@endeavorcg.com | (703) 862-3538



What We Do

We offer project management, technology, scientific, engineering, quality management, 
logistics and SAP consulting to industries in the life science and beyond. 

With a robust catalog or services, Endeavor provides custom solution for each client from 
full End-to-End product commercialization support to singular hyper-focused request. 

Explore all our unique solutions



Our Capabilities

Endeavor provides a range of project 

management, technology, and business consulting 

services to a diverse array of industries —

biotechnology, consumer goods, cosmetics, food, 

electronics, health care, manufacturing, medical 

devices, mining, OTC products, pharmaceutical, 

safety, technology, and more.

SAP & S/4

End to End 
Services

Supply Chain 
Solutions

Business 
Integration

Enterprise 
Manufacturing 

System

Quality 
Compliance
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SAP & S/4
End to End 
Services

Supply Chain 
Solutions

• SAP Integration

• Order to cash

• Warehouse management

• Advanced planning

• SAP S/4

• System accelerators

• Deep expertise developed by 

cutting edge tech

• New Product Introduction

• Medical Device, Cosmetics and 

Cosmetics Drug, 

Pharma/BioPharma, Food

• Product Lifecycle Management

• Management of all required 

changes for your products on the 

market 

• Co-Creation Accelerator services, 

enabling faster Innovation through 

dedicated SWAT team

• eCommerce Packaging

• Portfolio Analysis

• Package Design and Solutions

• Prototyping

• eCommerce Testing, ISTA Certified

• Plan

• Demand/Supply Demanding Analytics

• S&OP

• Source

• Strategic

• Supply Optimization

• Supplier Management

• Make

• Project Management

• Quality Assurance

• Quality Control/Analytical

• Tech Transfer

• Change Control

• New Product Intro

• Engineering

• Business Analysis

• Formulation

• Regulatory and Compliance 

• EH&S

• Deliver

• Distribution and Warehouse 

Management

• Temperature Control
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Business 
Integration

Enterprise 
Manufacturing 

System

Quality 
Compliance

• Holistic Business Integration

• Strategy

• Due Diligence

• Business Processes

• Technology

• Change Management

• Technical Transfer

• Site Transfer

• S95: Level 3 Integration into Level 4

• Serialization Integration to ERP

• EBR (Author & Execution) 

• LIMS Integration

• Manufacturing Integration & 

Intelligence (MII)

• Electronic Lab Notebook

• Improving Quality Processes and Systems 

• Applying Lean & Six Sigma

• Simplifying SOPs

• Deploying Quality Systems

• Inspection Reading

• Improving Quality Processes and Systems 

• Quality Support

• Audit

• Annual Product Review

• Change control 

• CMC, submission

• CAPA, NCR, Deviations

• Computer Systems Validation



Staff Augmentation

Endeavor is equipped with state-of-the-art staff augmentation service capabilities across the life science industry 
and beyond.

Our combined professional recruiting team and established network of employees and associates can quickly 
identify the best-in-class resources for your various business needs

We offer services in all the key functional area of the life science industry and beyond, here are some key roles:

• Procurement & Strategic Sourcing

• Supply Chain Specialist

• Planning specialist

• Business analyst

• IT engineer, programmers and specialist

• Functional consultants

• Technical consultant

• Scrum master consultants

• Computer Software Validation

• Warehousing specialist

• Distribution and Logistics specialist

• eCommerce platform specialist

• Project Manager

• Project Coordinator

• Scientist (Chemical, Biochemical, Biologist and beyond)

• Technical writer

• Packaging Engineer

• Environmental monitoring specialist

• Process Engineer

• Equipment, mechanical, electrical engineers

• Med Device engineers

• Quality Assurance

• Analytical Scientist & Quality Control

• Formulator

• Technical Transfer specialist



Statement of Work

Endeavor can also provide services via Statement of Work where clients have the following (but not limited to) business arrangements:

• Time and Material

• This is generally the simplest arrangement where client agree on an hourly rate and number of hours for a fix duration

• If the resource is needed additional hours, a simple change order can address this

• This is one of the fastest ways to get the project started and offer a lot of agility to pivot at any point in a project

• Milestone's deliverables

• This milestone approach is based on very well-defined deliverables

• Endeavor will recommend the resources to help deliver to expectation based on mutual agreement with client

• If changes need to be made, a review of the scope change is required to re-valuate and realign to new targeted and/or 

additional deliverables

• Fix Bid

• This is usually known as Turnkey project

• With mutual review and alignment with our client, Endeavor develops a final project cost and deliverables at a fix cost. In 

this modality Endeavor select the best resource to help accomplish this project within the agreed upon timeframe and cost 

• Or Manage Services

• This can be a single resource, or a team of resource to support a continuous service at our client

• This enables great flexibility to calibrate up/down the number of resources depending on workload



Other Project Examples

• Project Management of Consumer OTC New 
Product Introduction

• Perform Quality Assurance of client contract 
manufacturing sites for small molecule pharma 
client

• Technical Writer to manage Change Control 
process

• Technical Transfer Scientist & Process Engineer to 
manager Site transfer of OTC consumer products

• Procurement support to lead a Request for 
Proposal to suppliers for outsourcing our client 
drinkable dietary supplement

• Develop and run full Sales and Operation process

• Support Primary and secondary packaging 
components for a global consumer OTC company

• Business Analyst supporting large Project 
Management Office at global pharma company

• Scientist to support upstream large molecule cell 
banking early development and design or 
experiments

• Full SAP S4 deployment in global bio-therapeutic 
company

• Process engineer in plant supporting new product 
being manufactured at client contract manufacturing 
site

• eCommerce platform development to enable new B 
to C business for our client

• Vendor quality audits for a large international 
pharmaceutical company

• Clinical Supply manage service for 9 years to 
support very large pharmaceutical New Drug 
Development

• Supply Chain manage service to develop and 
operate an entire supply chain large private equity 
company based in Ireland with footprint in the USA



303 W. Lancaster Ave., Suite 300, Wayne, PA 19087

Benoit.David@endeavorcg.com

Ben David: (908) 625-0189

Thank You!

mailto:ecg_info@endeavorcg.com

